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Abstract - In this paper, a new non-local active compensation method is developed for a multi-microgrid (MMG) system. The
current industry practice is to utilize local harmonic current and reactive power compensation methods, however local
compensation methods are not practical for large MMG system with widely dispersed non-linear loads, because each nonlinear load would require its own compensator. To overcome this problem, a novel compensating technology called a seriesshunt network device (SSND) is installed between a pair of microgrids in the proposed MMG system. The SSND reduces the
number of local compensators required while also performing additional functions in comparison with conventional devices.
For effective control of the SSND, an improved model predictive control (MPC) algorithm, which gives better tracking accuracy
and faster set-point change than that of a conventional proportional-integral (PI) controller, is also presented. Analysis and
simulations verify the capability of SSND in performing both local and non-local active compensation of harmonic current
and reactive power in the proposed MMG system under various test scenarios. Simulation results show that the MPCcontrolled SSND can achieve effective compensation, thereby resulting in a very low current total harmonic distortion (THD)
value of 2.4% and a unity power factor at the distribution grid side.
1. Introduction
Power quality (PQ) is an important topic within the
field of electrical engineering. Several PQ problems such as
voltage sag and unbalance, current distortion and unbalance,
and low power factor exist in power systems. Voltage sag and
unbalance are generally caused by faults in the power system
[1], [2], whilst current distortion and unbalance are caused by
proliferation of non-linear loads such as electric vehicles
(EVs) and other power electronic loads in the power system
[3], [4]. Low power factor is caused by the use of large
number of inductive loads [5]. To solve these PQ problems,
compensators such as unified power quality conditioner
(UPQC) [2], unified power flow controller (UPFC) [6],
unified power line conditioner (UPLC) [7], unified shuntseries compensator (USSC) [8], distribution Static
Compensator (DSTATCOM) [9], [10] & transformer
integrated filter systems [11], [12] can be used. However, as
Table 1 shows, the PQ functions of the majority of these
compensators in microgrid & multi-microgrid (MMG)
systems are limited. Thus, power quality improvement in an
MMG system, which is defined in [13], necessitates new
alternative compensation methods, including non-local
harmonic current and reactive power compensation, which
are relatively new areas open to research. In [14],
optimization of filter size is performed for an active filter
installed remotely away from the distorting load with the
objective of minimizing the size of the active filter, but the
authors do not discuss non-local harmonic compensation
method. In [15], the optimal size of the non-local reactive
power compensation system is determined only to reduce the
cost of capacitors and does not discuss any method for
implementing non-local reactive power compensation. At
present, non-local active compensation proposed in this paper
is not yet implemented in industry.
This paper proposes a new active compensating device
called a series-shunt network device (SSND) for an MMG
system. The SSND performs all the PQ functions as shown in
Table 1. The benefits of using SSND for a distribution

network are: (1) Its generic structure makes it easier to plug
into and out of a large distribution system; (2) It is
independent of the different loads and its own distances from
these loads in the given system [16]; (3) It will eliminate the
additional burden of local harmonic current and reactive
power compensation, achieved currently using distributed
generation (DG) inverters in microgrid systems and thus
reduce the size and cost of these DG inverters [15]; (4) It
enables easier expansion of the non-local compensating
system to meet any future load increase [15]; (5) It often
reduces cost because the single compensating device is less
costly to purchase than multiple dispersed small
compensating devices [17]. The benefits of SSND can help
address challenges faced by microgrids in the proposed
MMG system. Currently, there are many challenges involved
in the operation of a microgrid including proliferation of nonlinear loads such as electric vehicles (EVs) [18], complexities
in future expansions and uncertainties in power exchanges
among interconnected microgrids [19], islanding scenarios
[20], etc. Due to the challenges described previously, there is
a lack of coordination among different microgrids in MMG
systems, which results in improper load sharing. As a result,
an effective coordination and control method is needed to
solve these challenges and to enable the power electronic
interfaced devices provide the desired load voltage and
current under different operating conditions of the MMG
system. In the existing literature, different conventional
voltage and current control methods using droop control are
available to control these devices in microgrid systems [21],
[22]. However, power sharing performance with droop
control degrades with variations in transmission line
impedances in MMG systems [21].
The solution to this problem is to install a device
purpose-built to compensate for numerous linear and nonlinear loads in MMG systems, and to propose an overall
control architecture, comprising a distinctive type of local
converter control technique: model predictive control (MPC).
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Table 1 Functions of different compensators
Functions
Local harmonic
current compensation
Non-local harmonic
current compensation
Local reactive power
compensation
Non-local reactive
power compensation
Voltage harmonic
compensation
Voltage sag
compensation
Voltage unbalance
mitigation
Load voltage
regulation
Real & reactive
power flow control in
the line
Emergency real
power support

UPQC [2]


UPFC [6]


UPLC [7]


USSC [8]
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The main principle of MPC is the use of a system model
to predict the future behavior of the controlled variables [23],
[24]. In comparison with the conventional control techniques
such as proportional-integral (PI) and droop controls, the
main advantages of MPC are that it does not require
additional voltage and current loops, coordinate
transformations and modulators [23]. In [23], a finite control
set model predictive control scheme, which allows for the
control of different converters without the need of additional
modulation techniques, is presented. In [25], an investigation
on the usefulness of MPC in the control of parallel-connected
inverters is conducted. Unlike these existing MPC methods,
the proposed MPC algorithm is independent of the load and
line impedances of the proposed MMG system and thus
guarantees a fast dynamic response and small steady-state
error under different operating conditions. Therefore, an
MPC-controlled SSND will be a suitable solution to achieve
both local and non-local active compensation in an MMG
system.
The main contributions of the proposed paper are:
(i) A novel device called an SSND is proposed for non-local
active compensation of harmonic current and reactive power
in an MMG system. This device reduces the number of local
compensators required and performs additional functions
compared with conventional devices.
(ii) An improved state-space MPC algorithm, which gives
better tracking accuracy and faster set-point change than a
conventional PI controller, is applied for the simultaneous
control of multiple DG inverters, and the series and shunt
inverters of the SSND in the proposed MMG system.
2. System Description
The architecture of the proposed SSND-integrated
MMG system is shown in Fig. 1. The operation of SSND is
tested by connecting it to a line interconnecting two
microgrids as shown. SSND consists of a combination of

shunt and series inverters. One inverter is connected in shunt
with the line, while the other is connected in series with the
line through coupling transformers. The dc terminals of these
inverters are connected and their dc link voltage Vdc is
supported by a common capacitor bank. The storage battery
unit together with the bi-directional DC/DC converter
maintains the dc link voltage of the series and shunt inverters
at a constant value and provides real power, if required.
Each microgrid consists of a DG unit, a linear load and
a non-linear load and is connected to its respective
distribution grid through a 0.4/22 kV distribution transformer.
The DC output of the DG unit is connected to the load bus
through a DC/DC boost converter and a DG inverter. The
DC/DC boost converter maintains the DC input voltage of the
inverter constant. Microgrids 1 and 2 are interconnected with
each other through a line of reactance XT and inductance LT. It
is assumed that the main distribution grid is sectionalized into
distribution grid 1 and distribution grid 2. The load bus
voltages in microgrids 1 and 2 are represented by VL1 and VL2
respectively. The bus voltages at the sending end and
receiving end buses of the line are represented as VS and VR.
The voltage injected by the series inverter is represented by
Vq. The different real and reactive powers corresponding to
different components are represented as follows:
(i) DG inverters - Pd1, Pd2
(ii) Shunt inverter - Psh, Qsh
(iii) Series inverter - Pse, Qse
(iv) Distribution grids - Pg1, Pg2
(v) Linear loads - Pl1, Ql1, Pl2, Ql2
(vi) Non-linear loads - Pn1, Qn1, Pn2, Qn2
(vii) Sending end powers - PS, QS
(viii) Receiving end powers - PR, QR
Each inverter in the proposed system can operate in
two different modes, current control mode (CCM) where its
output current is regulated to the desired value and voltage
control mode (VCM) where its output voltage is regulated to
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the desired value. Also, each microgrid in the proposed
system operates in two different modes: (1) Grid-connected
mode when the microgrid is connected to the wider
distribution grid; and (2) Islanded mode when the microgrid
is disconnected from the wider distribution grid.
During grid-connected operation of a microgrid in the
proposed system, the distribution grid regulates the load bus
voltage and thus DG inverter in the microgrid operates in
CCM. During islanding of a microgrid from its respective
distribution grid, the DG inverter in the islanded microgrid
operates in VCM to control its load bus voltage. DG inverters
are required to supply only real power and no reactive power
since SSND meets the entire reactive power demand of the
MMG system. Shunt and series inverters of SSND are always
operated independently in CCM and VCM respectively
during both grid-connected and islanded modes of the
microgrids. SSND can be used to implement local and nonlocal harmonic current and reactive power compensation in
the MMG system. SSND isolates one microgrid from voltage
disturbances originating in the other microgrid. SSND can
also be used to momentarily provide for the shortage in real
power with the help of its storage battery unit especially
during islanding of a microgrid, in case the microgrids are
unable to meet the overall load demand.
As shown in Fig. 1, the control system for the MMG
system consists of an MMG controller for the overall control

and management and local controllers (LCs) for DG, series,
and shunt inverters. With the help of different sensors located
at various points in the MMG system, the MMG controller
collects all the system data such as linear and non-linear load
demands in the microgrids, operation modes of the
microgrids, powers supplied by the distribution grids, system
frequency, etc. Based on these data, the MMG controller
performs three main functions as follows:
(i) send the reference current signal Iq (ref) to the shunt
inverter’s LC and voltage signal Vq(ref) to the series inverter’s
LC in both the grid-connected and islanded modes of the
microgrids
(ii) send the reference real and reactive power output signals
(Pd1(ref), Pd2 (ref), Qd1 (ref), Qd2(ref)) to the LCs of the DG inverters
in the grid-connected mode of the microgrid
(iii) send the reference load bus voltage signals (VL1 (ref), VL2
(ref)) to the LCs of the DG inverters in the islanded modes of
the microgrids.
These LCs then generate and send the optimal
switching signals to the respective inverters. As the proposed
MMG architecture comprises several inverters, a reliable and
high-speed communication network among MMG & local
controllers is necessary for maintaining the desired power
exchange between the given microgrids and for ensuring
stable and secure operation of the MMG system.

Fig. 1. Architecture of MMG system integrated with SSND
3. Modelling of Inverter in the Proposed System
MPC is a promising control algorithm for the control
of inverters in the proposed system. As a digital control
algorithm, MPC is suitable for power electronic devices. In
addition, it does not require additional voltage and current
loops, modulation, and coordinate transformations [23].
Control performance of Finite Control Set MPC method
introduced in [23] depends on load and line impedances
whereas the performance of the proposed MPC algorithm is
dependent only on the inverter parameters and is independent
of load and line impedances. The proposed MPC algorithm
can thus be used for multiple inverters and different loads and
line impedances without modification of the state-space

model of the inverters. Therefore, the main advantage of the
proposed MPC algorithm is its scalability and
implementation for multiple inverter modules in a large
MMG system. As DG inverters, series and shunt inverters
work in different operating control modes, it is crucial to
ensure a smooth transition between these modes. In order to
achieve this smooth transition, the proposed MPC algorithm
is chosen in this research. The model of DG, series and shunt
inverters is shown in Fig. 2. The state-space model of the
inverters is derived for CCM and VCM and then converted
into augmented state-space model in the following subsections.
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Ye (k )  Ce X e (k )

(8)
𝑇

where state vector is 𝑋𝑒 (𝑘) = [𝛥𝑥1 (𝑘) 𝑖0 (𝑘)] =
[𝛥𝑖𝑑 (𝑘) 𝛥𝑣0(𝑘) 𝛥𝑣0′ (𝑘) 𝑖0 (𝑘)]𝑇 ; control input vector
is Ue (k) = Δu(k) & output vector is Ye (k) = i0(k).





Fig. 2. Single-phase inverter model
3.1. CCM of Inverter
By applying Kirchhoff’s voltage and current laws to
the inverter model in Fig. 2, the following equations are
obtained:
uVdc  id R  L f  did dt   v0

(1)

id  C f  dv0 dt   i0

(2)

where R represents the internal loss of the inverter, Lf and Cf
are the inductance and capacitance of the LC filter
respectively, id is the current which flows through Lf, i0 is the
inverter output current, v0 is the inverter output voltage and u
is the control input. Due to high sampling frequency, the
following assumption can be made:
di0 dt  0

(3)

Due to this assumption, the state-space models need
to be separately derived for CCM and VCM. By rearranging
and simplifying (1)-(3) into a state-space form, the discrete
state-space model for the inverter operating in CCM can be
obtained as follows:
x1 (k  1)  Ad x1 (k )  Bd u(k )
y1 (k )  Cd x1 (k )

(4)
(5)

where x1 (k )  id (k ) v0 (k ) v0 ’(k ) is the state vector,
T

u (k ) is the control input vector, y1 (k ) =i0(k) is the output
vector, v0 ’  dv0 dt and Ad, Bd and Cd are discretized
coefficients obtained as follows with sampling time Ts.
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In order to derive the control algorithm for the inverters, the
discrete state-space model is converted into augmented statespace model by defining the incremental variables in the
following format:
(6)
Δα(k) = α (k) – α (k-1)
where α represents each variable in the inverter model such
as v0, i0, id and u as shown in Fig. 2. By defining these
incremental variables, the augmented state-space model of
the inverter in CCM is derived as follows:
X e (k  1)  Ae X e (k )  BeUe (k )
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0
Ae  
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0
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Using this augmented state-space model, the output
current and thus the output power of DG and shunt inverter
can be regulated at the desired reference value. Basic concept
of an augmented state-space model is given in [26].
3.2. VCM of Inverter
DG inverter in a given microgrid in the MMG system
shifts its mode of operation from CCM to VCM when that
particular microgrid is islanded from its respective
distribution grid. Also, the series inverter of SSND is always
operated in VCM to control the magnitude and angle of the
injected voltage. From (1) and (2), the discrete state-space
model for the inverter operating in VCM can be obtained as
follows:
x2 (k  1)  Af x2 (k )  B f u(k )  BgW (k )

(9)
(10)

y2 (k )  Ch x2 (k )

where x2 (k )  id (k ) v0 (k ) is the state vector, u (k ) is
the control input vector, W(k)=i0 (k) is the disturbance vector,
y2 (k ) =v0(k) is the output vector. Af, Bf, Bg and Ch are
discretized coefficients obtained as follows:
T
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Ch =  0 1 , Bg  0 Ts / C f 

T

From the discrete state-space model, the augmented
state-space model of the inverter in VCM is obtained as
follows:
X g (k  1)  Ag X g (k )  BgU g (k )  BhWg (k )

Yg (k )  Cg X g (k )

(11)
(12)

where X g ( k )   id ( k ) v0 ( k ) v0 ( k ) is the state
vector; Ug(k) = Δu(k) is the control input vector; Wg (k)=
Δi0(k) is the disturbance vector; Yg (k) = v0(k) is the output
vector.
T

(7)
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In order to control the augmented state-space models
in CCM and VCM, quadratic programming is used to
minimize the following objective function [26]:

J   Rs  Y 

T

 Rs  Y 

(13)

subject to the input and input increment constraints
-1 ≤ u (k) ≤ 1
(14)
-1 ≤ Δu(k) ≤ 1
(15)
where Rs is the set-point matrix, Y is the output of either the
augmented model in CCM or VCM (i.e., Y =Ye in (8) or Y =
Yg in (12)). This objective function is used to ensure that the
output of the augmented model tracks the reference with
minimum error. Using the augmented model, objective
function, and constraints, the MPC algorithm thus generates
the optimal control signal u. Then this optimal control signal
is applied to the inverter as shown in Fig. 2. A detailed
analysis of how the inverters of the SSND are controlled to
inject the required voltage or current is given in the next
section.

currents using a simple Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) method
[27] and sent to MMG controller. To compensate for the total
harmonic load currents in the overall system, the series
inverter and shunt inverter of SSND are required to inject the
desired reference voltage and current, respectively. To
achieve harmonic current compensation in both the
microgrids, the shunt inverter needs to inject the following
reference harmonic current ie, which is the sum of harmonic
load currents in both the microgrids.
ie 

k

k

h2

h2

 iSh   iRh

(17)

where ie is a vector quantity containing only harmonic
components. The reference voltage to be injected by the series
inverter to achieve harmonic current compensation in
microgrid 2 is derived as follows:
Using Kirchhoff’s voltage law, following equation is
obtained from Fig. 3.
𝑉𝑆 + 𝑉𝑞 = V𝑆𝐹 = 𝑉𝑅 + 𝑉𝑇 = 𝑉𝑅 + 𝑗(𝑖𝑇 𝑋𝑇 )

(18)

where VS, Vq, VR, VSF, VT and iT represent vector quantities.
VT is the voltage drop across the line inductance. VS and VR
are assumed to be purely sinusoidal and consist of only
fundamental components, and Vq and iT consist of
fundamental and harmonic components as follows:
VS  VS1 ; Vq  Vq1 

k

 Vqh

(19)

h2

4. Analytical Background
The power quality and power flow control functions of
SSND are analyzed in the following sub-sections:

VR  VR1 ; iT  iT 1 

k

 iTh

(20)

h2

where subscripts ‘1’ and ‘h’ represent fundamental and

4.1. Harmonic Current Compensation

k

harmonic components respectively, iT 1 and

 iTh represent

h2

the fundamental and harmonic components in the line current
iT . In order for SSND to compensate for the harmonic
currents in microgrid 2, the following condition should be
satisfied:
Fig. 3. Principle of harmonic current compensation
The principle of harmonic current compensation is
studied considering a section of the SSND-controlled line as
shown in Fig. 3. Let the total load currents in microgrids 1
and 2 be represented by the vector quantities iS and iR
respectively as follows:
k

k

iS  iS1 



h2

iSh

; iR  iR1   iRh

(16)

h2

where the harmonic load current components in microgrids 1
k

and 2 are given by the vector quantities



h2

k



h2

k

iTh 

 iRh

(21)

h2

Substituting the values of VS, Vq, VR and iT in (18)
and comparing the fundamental and harmonic components,
the required injected voltage to facilitate the transfer of
harmonic current in (21) through the line to microgrid 2 is
obtained as follows:
k

k

h2

h2

 Vqh   iRh ( jhLT  )

(22)

k

iSh and

 iRh

h2

respectively, iS1 and iR1 are the fundamental current
components in load 1 and load 2 currents respectively, h is
the harmonic order and k is the maximum order of harmonics
in load 1 & 2 currents. These harmonic load current
components are extracted from their corresponding total load

The proposed control system, described in section 2,
aims to achieve harmonic current compensation in both the
microgrids in the MMG system by simultaneously controlling
the shunt inverter of SSND to inject the desired harmonic
current given by (17) and controlling the series inverter of
SSND to inject the required harmonic voltage given by (22),
and by using the MPC controller shown in Fig. 2.
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4.2. Isolation of Voltage Disturbances
SSND can be used to isolate one microgrid from
voltage disturbances such as voltage distortion, voltage sag
and voltage unbalance occurring in the adjacent microgrid in
the MMG system. The voltage distortions can occur in load
bus voltages of the microgrids due to voltage distortion in
distribution grid voltage. Voltage sags in load bus voltages
can occur due to balanced and unbalanced faults at different
locations in the overall system such as near the load or
distribution grid buses and along the line interconnecting the
microgrids. If distribution grid 1 contains voltage harmonic
components & voltage unbalance components and
experiences voltage sags for a short period, then the voltage
to be injected by the series inverter of SSND to achieve
voltage disturbance isolation and obtain a sinusoidal load bus
voltage at microgrid 2 is given as follows:
Vq  Vqh  Vqu  Vqs
(23)
where vectors Vqh and Vqu represent the harmonic components
and unbalance components respectively in distribution grid 1
voltage, vector Vqs represents the missing voltage component
in distribution grid 1 voltage due to voltage sag. Similarly,
SSND can also be used to isolate microgrid 1 from voltage
disturbances in microgrid 2. Thus SSND, with the support of
the proposed control system, improves the voltage quality of
the MMG system by completely isolating one microgrid from
the voltage disturbances originating in the other microgrid.
4.3. Real and Reactive Power Flow Control
In Fig. 4, let VS = V∠0°, VR = V∠-δ, Vq = Vse∠ϴ.

radius ‘r’ equal to VVse/XT. This circular control region
obtained for a SSND-controlled line at δ = 0° is shown in Fig.
5. The phasor diagram of the system voltages according to
(18) is given in Fig. 6. The real and reactive power flow
control functions of SSND are explained with reference to
different values of δ and ϴ as follows:
4.3.1 Reactive power compensation with SSND
during steady-state grid-connected operation of the
MMG system: At δ = ϴ = 0°, the power flow equations (24)
– (29) are transformed as follows:

PS  Pse  PR  0

(31)

QS  QR  VVse XT

(32)
(33)

Qse  Vse

2

XT

Let the total load reactive power demand in microgrids 1
and 2 be given by
QL1 = Ql1 + Qn1; QL2 = Ql2 + Qn2

(34)

where Ql1 and Ql2 are reactive power demands of linear loads,
and Qn1 and Qn2 are fundamental reactive power demands of
non-linear loads. To supply the desired reactive powers QL1
and QL2 to load 1 and load 2 respectively, the reactive power
to be injected by the shunt inverter of the SSND is given by
Qsh = QL1 + QL2 = QL1 + QR ; (where QL2 = QR)

(35)

To obtain the desired reactive power QR at the
receiving end of the interconnecting line, the voltage to be
injected by the series inverter of the SSND based on equation
(32) is given by
Vse  QR XT V  0  QL2 XT V  0

Fig. 4. Principle of real and reactive power flow control
The power flow equations are derived as follows:
PS  V 2 sin  +VVse sin  XT



(24)

Pse  VVse sin     -VVse sin   X T

(25)

PR  V 2 sin  +VVse sin     XT


2
QS  V ( 1  cos  )  VVse cos   XT


Qse  VVse cos   VVse cos      Vse2  XT


2
2

QR  V cos  +VVse cos      V
X

 T

(26)

Also,  PR  PR0   QR  QR0   VVse XT 

(30)

2

2

2

(27)
(28)
(29)

where PR0 =V 2 sin  X T and QR0 =V 2 1  cos   X T
represent the receiving end real and reactive power without
SSND.
Equation (30) represents a circular control region of
attainable receiving end real power PR and reactive power QR
with center ‘c’ defined by the coordinates (PR0, QR0) and

(36)

Therefore, the proposed control system achieves entire
reactive power compensation in both the microgrids during
steady-state operation of the proposed system by
simultaneously controlling the shunt inverter to inject the
required reactive power given by (35) and controlling the
series inverter to inject the required voltage given by (36),
using the MPC controller shown in Fig. 2. Also, in this case
the real power injected by the series inverter is 0 W as given
in (31), thereby eliminating real power injection by the series
inverter interfaced storage battery unit of the SSND. In
addition, the real power flow through the line is maintained
at 0 W in this case as given in (31). The operating point of the
SSND at δ = ϴ = 0° is indicated by point ‘A’ on the circular
control region shown in Fig. 5.
4.3.2 Combined real power support and reactive
power compensation with SSND during islanding of a
microgrid in the MMG system: At δ = 0°, ϴ ≠ 0°, the power
flow equations (24) – (29) are changed as follows:
PS  PR  VVse sin XT 

QS  QR  VVse cos  XT 

Pse  0
Qse  Vse2 X T

(37)
(38)
(39)
(40)
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If the desired receiving end real power PR and
reactive power QR need to be supplied to microgrid 2, which
is islanded from distribution grid 2, then the required phase
angle and magnitude of the voltage to be injected by the series
inverter of the SSND is obtained from (37) and (38) as
follows:

  tan1  PR QR   tan1  PR QL 2 

(41)

Substituting the value of ϴ in (37), the required value of
injection voltage Vse is given as



Vse  PR X T V sin   PR X T V sin tan


1

 PR



QL 2  


(42)

The receiving end real power PR to be externally
supplied to the islanded microgrid 2 is shared among the
shunt inverter of SSND and DG unit 1 of microgrid 1 in a
predetermined ratio α:β, based on the maximum power
ratings of DG unit 1 and the storage battery unit of SSND.
Thus, the real power to be injected by the shunt inverter of
the SSND in this case is given by
Psh   PR

(43)

The reactive power to be injected by the shunt inverter of
the SSND in this case is same as given in (35). In addition,
during the voltage injection, the injected reactive power of the
series inverter given by (40) compensates for the reactive
power loss in the line. The operating point ‘B’ of the SSND
at δ = 0°, ϴ ≠ 0° is denoted by point ‘B’ in the circular control
region shown in Fig. 5. Thus, during islanding of a microgrid
from its respective distribution grid, SSND is capable to
provide real power support to meet power shortage in the
islanded microgrid and is also simultaneously capable to
provide entire reactive power to loads in both the gridconnected and islanded microgrids.

Fig. 5. Control region of the attainable receiving end real
power PR and reactive power QR with a SSND-controlled
line at δ = 0° (where ‘c’ is the centre and ‘r’ is the radius)

Fig. 6. Phasor diagram of the system voltages
5. Simulation Test Cases & Results
Simulation
studies
are
conducted
using
MATLAB/Simulink to verify the performance of the SSND
and its control system in the proposed MMG system. Linear
loads 1 and 2 are three-phase RL loads with a real and reactive

power demand of 5 MW and 2 MVAr, respectively. Nonlinear loads 1 and 2 are three-phase power electronic loads
with fundamental real and reactive power demand of 5 MW
and 2 MVAr, respectively. The two power electronic loads
have same harmonic current spectra, which are determined
through FFT method as discussed in [28]. The parameters of
the proposed system are shown in Table 2.
Table 2 Parameters of the proposed system
Parameter
Inverter input voltage
Loss resistance of inverter
LC filter of inverter
Supply voltage of distribution
grid
Line inductance
Leakage inductance of
transformer
Details of different component
ratings:
a) DG unit 1
b) DG unit 2
c) Storage battery unit of SSND
d) Transformer

Value
Vdc = 800 V
R = 1 μΩ
Lf = 1 μH, Cf = 0.1 F
Vg = 22000/√3 Vrms
(phase)
LT = 2 mH
Lm = 1 mH

8 MW (max)
6 MW (max)
2 MW (max)
10 MVA, 22/0.4 kV

5.1. Test Case 1: Harmonic Current
Compensation
In the first test case, the capability of the SSND to
perform harmonic current compensation in the MMG system
under load variation is demonstrated. At t=0.1 s, non-linear
load currents are doubled in both the microgrids. To
compensate for load 2 harmonic currents before and after the
load variation, the series inverter of the SSND is tasked by
the proposed control system to inject the harmonic voltage
given in (22), which is shown in Fig. 7. The shunt inverter of
the SSND is also simultaneously tasked by the proposed
control system to inject the harmonic current given by (17),
which is shown in Fig. 8. Due to the voltage and current
injection by the series and shunt inverters respectively, the
line current given by (21) is obtained in Fig. 9. The
harmonically distorted total load 1 (total load 2) current is
shown in Fig. 10.
With the help of series and shunt inverters as
explained, SSND effectively compensates the harmonic load
currents. The compensated distribution grid 1 (distribution
grid 2) current thus obtained is shown in Fig. 11. From, the
harmonic spectra, total harmonic distortion (THD) value of
total load 1 (total load 2) current before and after load change
are obtained as 13.91% and 29.51, respectively, as shown in
Fig. 12. Similarly, the THD value of distribution grid 1
(distribution grid 2) current is obtained as 2.4%, which is well
within the IEEE 519 allowable limit of 5% [29]. This
demonstrates the capability of the MPC-controlled SSND in
achieving effective local and non-local harmonic current
compensation in microgrid 1 and microgrid 2, respectively,
under load variations. The RMS values of harmonic currents
and voltages in this test case before and after load change are
given in Tables 3 and 4.
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Table 3 RMS values of harmonic currents and voltages for
0.08 ≤ t ≤ 0.1 s (before load change)
Harmonic
order

5
7
11

Non-linear
load 1 current
(kA) ((Nonlinear load 2
current) (kA))
1.8∠0°
0.5∠0°
0.2∠0°

Injected
current
(kA)

Injected
voltage
(kV)

3.6∠0°
1.0∠0°
0.4∠0°

5.65∠90°
2.19∠90°
1.38∠90°

Fig. 10. Total load 1 current (Total load 2 current)

Table 4 RMS values of harmonic currents and voltages for
0.1≤t≤0.12 s (after load change)
Harmonic
order

5
7
11

Non-linear
load 1 current
(kA) ((Nonlinear load 2
current) (kA))
3.6∠0°
1.0∠0°
0.4∠0°

Injected
current
(kA)

Injected
voltage
(kV)

7.2∠0°
2.0∠0°
0.8∠0°

11.3∠90°
4.38∠90°
2.76∠90°

Fig. 11. Distribution grid 1 current (Distribution grid 2
current)

a

Fig. 7. Injected voltage of the series inverter

Fig. 8. Injected current of the shunt inverter

Fig. 9. Line current (Non-linear load 1 or Non-linear
load 2 current)

b

Fig. 12. Harmonic spectra of
(a) Total load 1 current before load change
(b) Total load 1 current after load change
5.2. Test Case 2: Isolation of Voltage
Harmonics/Unbalance and Fault-induced
Voltage Sag
To illustrate the use of the SSND in isolating
microgrid 2 from the voltage distortions occurring in
microgrid 1, load 1 is fed with a distorted unbalanced
distribution grid 1 voltage, whose harmonic spectra is shown
in Table 5. The resulting load 1 bus voltage with and without
SSND is shown in Fig. 13. Load 2 bus voltage without SSND
is shown in Fig. 14. In the absence of SSND, THD values of
load 2 bus voltage for phase A, phase B and phase C are
obtained as 10.9%, 11.8% and 10.4%, respectively. When
SSND is connected in the line, load 2 bus voltage is restored
to a balanced sinusoidal voltage with a nominal phase value
of 230 V (rms) and a very low THD value of 0.2%, as seen in
Fig. 15, because the series inverter of the SSND, aided by the
proposed control system, injects the required compensating
voltage given in (23).
To highlight the capability of SSND in isolating
microgrid 2 from fault-induced voltage sags in microgrid 1, a
three-phase balanced fault and a single-phase unbalanced
fault on phase A are simulated at load 1 bus for 0.05 ≤ t ≤ 0.15
s and 0.2 ≤ t ≤ 0.3 s, respectively, as shown in Fig. 16. It can
be observed that load 1 bus voltage sags to 183.8 V (rms) in
all three phases during three-phase fault and sags to 215.6 V
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(rms) in phase A during single-phase fault. Without SSND, it
can be observed that load 2 bus voltage sags to 189.3 V (rms)
in all three phases and 216.8 V (rms) in phase A during threephase fault and single-phase fault, respectively, as shown in
Fig. 17. Due to an effective control system and the voltage
sag compensation capability of SSND, load 2 bus voltage is
restored to its nominal value of 230 V (rms) as observed in
Fig. 18.
Table 5 Harmonic spectra of distribution grid 1 voltage
Order Phase A
Phase B
Phase C
RMS Angle RMS Angle RMS Angle
value (°)
value (°)
value (°)
(V)
(V)
(V)
1
214
0
198
-120
225
120
5
20.5
-160
20.5
-760
20.5
440
7
11.3
-112
11.3
-952
11.3
728

Fig. 17. Load 2 bus voltage without SSND during fault

Fig. 18. Load 2 bus voltage with SSND during fault
5.3. Test Case 3: SSND Functioning as a Real and
Reactive Power Flow Controller
Fig. 13. Load 1 bus voltage with and without SSND

Fig. 14. Load 2 bus voltage without SSND

Fig. 15. Load 2 bus voltage with SSND

Fig. 16. Load 1 bus voltage with and without SSND during
fault

The simulation begins with microgrids 1 and 2
operating in grid-connected mode for 0≤t≤4 s during the
steady-state operation of the proposed system. At t=2 s, a
reactive power load change of 4 MVAr is initiated in
Microgrid 2. In the steady-state grid-connected operation,
SSND is required to provide the entire reactive power
demand of load 1 and load 2 in microgrid 1 and microgrid 2,
respectively. So, the shunt inverter of the SSND is tasked by
the proposed control system to supply the entire reactive
power demand of 8 MVAr for 0≤t≤2 s and 12 MVAr for t>2
s, as shown in Fig. 19.
In order to obtain, at the receiving end of the line, the
desired reactive power of 4 MVAr for 0≤t≤2 s and 8 MVAr
for t>2 s, as shown in Fig. 19, the series inverter of the SSND
is tasked by the proposed control system to inject a voltage
equal to 90.9 V∠0° (peak) for 0≤t≤2 s and 181.8 V (peak) ∠0°
for 2≤t≤4 s, according to (36), as observed in Fig. 20 and Fig.
21. Both of the DG inverters supply 4 MW each for 0≤t≤4 s
during steady-state operation as shown in Fig. 22.
At t=4 s, microgrid 2 is islanded from distribution grid
2 due to a fault in the upstream network. When microgrid 2 is
islanded from distribution grid 2, it results in a loss of 6 MW
from distribution grid 2 and thus microgrid 2 will not be able
to sustain its generation to meet the power demand of load 2.
Thus, under this condition, the real power outputs of DG
inverters 1 and 2 are controlled to increase from 4 MW to 7
MW and 4 MW to 6 MW, respectively, for t>4 s as shown in
Fig. 22. The real power output of the shunt inverter is
controlled to increase from 0 MW to 1 MW for t>4 s as
observed in Fig. 22. All the control actions on the inverters
are managed by the proposed control system. The real power
at the receiving end of the line is initially maintained at 0 MW
for 0≤t≤4 s, as observed in Fig. 22.
During islanding, in order to obtain the desired real
and reactive power of 4 MW and 8 MVAr at the receiving
end of the line as shown in Fig. 22 and Fig. 19, a voltage equal
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to 207.9 V∠26.5° (peak) according to (41) and (42) is injected
by the series inverter for t>4 s, with the support of the
proposed control system. The magnitude and phase angle of
the injected voltage are shown in Fig. 20 and Fig. 21,
respectively. As SSND delivers the entire reactive power
demand of all the loads in the MMG system, unity power
factor is achieved at the distribution grid side. Thus, SSND
can achieve local and non-local reactive power compensation
in microgrid 1 and microgrid 2, respectively. DG inverter 2
shifts its mode of operation from CCM in grid-connected
mode to VCM in islanded mode to regulate load 2 bus voltage
at 230 V (rms) for t>4 s, which is shown in Fig. 23.
During the transition of microgrid 2 from gridconnected to islanded mode, there is a power imbalance in the
overall system which causes the system frequency to drop to
49.8 Hz at t=4.4 s as observed in Fig. 24. When this frequency
drop is detected by the MMG controller, the DG inverters and
shunt inverter are tasked by the control system to supply the
required powers to rectify the power imbalance problem. As
a result, the system frequency is gradually restored to its
nominal value of 50 Hz for t≥7 s. For better understanding,
the magnitudes of powers and voltages to be injected by
SSND during different time durations are enumerated in
Table 6.
In this test case, if any significant time-delay occurs
in the communication between the MMG controller and local
controllers at the instant of islanding, it may affect the system
voltages & powers. Thus, in order to study the impact of
communication delay, additional simulation studies must be
conducted by means of a time-delay analysis similar to those
carried out in [30] – [32]. A time-delay analysis for Test Case
3 is added in the Appendix section of this paper.

Fig. 21. Phase angle of injected voltage

Fig. 22. Real powers supplied by DG inverters 1, 2 &
shunt inverter and real power at the receiving end of the
line

Fig. 23. Three-phase load 2 bus voltage for 3.95≤t≤4.1 s

Fig. 19. Reactive power supplied by shunt inverter and
reactive power at the receiving end of the line

Fig. 24. System frequency
Table 6 Values of powers & voltages for different time
durations
Time
durations

Powers to be
obtained at
the receiving
end of the line

0–2s

0 MW,
4 MVAr
0 MW,
8 MVAr
4 MW,
8 MVAr

2–4s
Fig. 20.
inverter

Magnitude of Injected voltage of the series

4 – 12 s

Powers to
be
injected
by shunt
inverter
0 MW,
8 MVAr
0 MW,
12 MVAr
1 MW,
12 MVAr

Voltage to
be injected
by series
inverter
90.9∠0° V
(peak)
181.8∠0° V
(peak)
207.9∠26.6°
(peak)
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5.4. Test Case 4: Failure of Shunt Inverter of the
SSND
The purpose of this test case is to verify the capabilities
of the proposed control system in coping with multiple
concurrent disturbances such as islanding and inverter failure.
The different components of the MMG system can be
understood from Fig. 1.
The simulation here begins with microgrids 1 & 2
operating in grid-connected mode for 0 ≤ t ≤ 4 s during steady
state operation of the proposed MMG system. In this mode,
each DG inverter supplies 4 MW for t ≤ 4 s as shown in Fig.
25. Generally, SSND is required to supply the entire reactive
power demand of loads 1 & 2 in the MMG system. So, the
shunt inverter of the SSND is tasked by the proposed control
system to supply 8 MVAr for 0 ≤ t ≤ 10 s, as shown in Fig.
26. To obtain, at the receiving end of the line, the desired real
power of 0 MW & reactive power of 4 MVAr for 0 ≤ t ≤ 4 s,
a voltage equal to 90.6∠0° V (peak) is injected by the series
inverter for 0 ≤ t ≤ 4 s, as shown in Fig. 27 & Fig. 28.
Next, islanding of microgrid 2 is simulated at t = 4 s. This
islanded mode is similar to the islanded mode simulated in
test case 3. When microgrid 2 is disconnected from
distribution grid 2, it results in a loss of 6 MW from
distribution grid 2. Under this circumstance, the real power
outputs of DG inverters 1 & 2 are controlled to increase from
4 MW to 7 MW & 4 MW to 6 MW, respectively, for 4 ≤ t ≤
10 s as shown in Fig. 25. The real power output of the shunt
inverter is controlled to increase from 0 MW to 1 MW for 4
≤ t ≤ 10 s as observed in Fig. 25.
During islanding, in order to obtain the desired real and
reactive power of 4 MW and 4 MVAr at the receiving end of
the line as shown in Fig. 25 and Fig. 26 respectively, a voltage
equal to 128.5 V∠45° (peak) is injected by the series inverter
for 4 ≤ t ≤ 10 s, with the support of the proposed control
system. The magnitude and phase angle of the injected
voltage are shown in Fig. 27 and Fig. 28, respectively. As
SSND delivers the entire reactive power demand of all the
loads in the MMG system, unity power factor is achieved at
the distribution grid side. During transition of microgrid 2
from grid-connected to islanded mode, there is a slight
transient disturbance in load 2 voltage, which is same as that
obtained in test case 3.
Finally, a failure of the shunt inverter of the SSND is
simulated in the islanded microgrid at t = 10 s. When shunt
inverter fails to operate, DG inverters step in to supply the
desired real and reactive powers to meet the load demands.
The real power output of DG inverter 1 is controlled to
increase from 7 MW to 8 MW for 10 ≤ t ≤ 14 s as observed
in Fig. 25. The reactive powers of DG inverters 1 & 2 are
controlled to increase from 0 MVAr to 4 MVAr for 10 ≤ t ≤
14 s, as shown in Fig. 26. The real power at the receiving end
of the line before & after inverter failure is maintained at the
same value as observed in Fig. 25. As DG inverters are
required to locally satisfy the reactive power demands after
failure of the shunt inverter, the reactive power to be
maintained at the receiving end of the line is 0 MVAr for 10
≤ t ≤ 14 s, as shown in Fig. 26. Thus, in order, to obtain, at
the receiving end of the line, the desired real & reactive power
of 4 MW & 0 MVAr, respectively, for t ≥10 s, a voltage equal
to 90.6∠90° V (peak) is injected by the series inverter for t
≥10 s, as shown in Fig. 27 & Fig. 28.

For a better understanding, the specific numerical values
of the different powers & voltage for the various time
durations in this test case are shown in Table 7.
Table 7 Values of powers & voltages for different time
durations
Time
durations

Powers to be
obtained at
the receiving
end of the line

Powers to be
injected by
shunt
inverter

Voltage to
be injected
by series
inverter

0–4s

0 MW,
4 MVAr
4 MW,
4 MVAr
4 MW,
0 MVAr

0 MW,
8 MVAr
1 MW,
8 MVAr
0 MW,
0 MVAr

90.6∠0° V
(peak)
128.5∠45°
V (peak)
90.6∠90° V
(peak)

4 – 10 s
10 – 14 s

Fig. 25. Real power supplied by inverter & at the
receiving end of the line

Fig. 26. Reactive power supplied by inverter & at the
receiving end of the line

Fig. 27. Magnitude of injected voltage
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Table 8 Performance of MPC and PI controllers in power
reference tracking
Parameter
Tracking error
Delay time for
set-point change

Fig. 28. Phase angle of injected voltage
6.

Comparison of MPC and PI control methods
A comparative study similar to that in [20] is conducted
in this section. The proposed MPC controller is compared
with a conventional proportional-integral (PI) controller,
which is used for microgrid control in [33], [34]. Simulation
test case 3 is now implemented using both MPC & PI
controllers and the powers supplied by the shunt inverter of
the SSND in both cases are compared. The PI controller used
here comprises power & voltage control loops, in order to
regulate the output power and voltage of the inverter. This PI
controller is described in detail in [33]. In this comparative
study, the parameters of the MMG system remain the same
when both the controllers are used. The real power output of
shunt inverter of the SSND is maintained at 0 MW for 0>t>4s
and at 1 MW for 4>t>12s using PI & MPC controllers as
shown in Fig. 29. Also, the reactive power output of shunt
inverter is maintained at 8 MVAr for 0>t>2s and 12 MVAr
for 2>t>12s using PI & MPC controllers as shown in Fig. 30.
The performance of the PI & MPC controllers are then
compared using Table 8, from which it can be inferred that
MPC yields better performance in terms of lower tracking
error and faster set-point change. Thus, in the proposed MMG
system, MPC is particularly preferred as the inverter control
method.

Fig. 29. Real power supplied by shunt inverter

PI controller
0.8%
15 cycles

MPC controller
0.4%
10 cycles

7. Discussion
The objective of this paper is to develop a new multifunctional active compensator called SSND for the proposed
MMG system. Performance of this compensator is validated
using the various test cases, simulated in MATLAB/Simulink.
In these test cases, different results of voltages, currents &
powers are obtained. From these simulation results, it can be
observed that SSND is capable of mainly achieving the
following:
(i) A reduced current THD & unity power factor at the
distribution grid side
(ii) A low voltage THD during voltage harmonic isolation
(ii) Desired power exchange among the interconnected
microgrids during various disturbances such as load change,
microgrid islanding, inverter failure, etc.
Other significant achievements are the improved
tracking accuracy & the fast dynamic response, showcased by
the proposed MPC-based inverter control method. Although,
only four test cases are shown in the paper, other test cases
such as line outage & unbalanced fault scenarios can be
simulated to further verify the performance of the MPCcontrolled SSND in the MMG system.
8. Conclusion
In this paper, a novel active compensator – the Series
Shunt Network Device (SSND) - is proposed to address the
PQ issues and to control the power flows in an MMG system.
A state-space MPC algorithm has been developed for the
control of DG inverters, and the series and shunt inverters of
the SSND in the proposed MMG system. The simulation
studies have shown that the MPC-controlled SSND is capable
of solving a wide range of power quality issues under several
test case scenarios and achieving local and non-local
harmonic current and reactive power compensation in the
MMG system. In addition, the accuracy of MPC-based
control was compared with that of PI-based control in order
to highlight the benefits of the MPC algorithm.
Therefore, it can be concluded that the MPCcontrolled SSND is capable in performing multiple PQ
functions and in achieving a lower tracking error and a faster
set-point change in the proposed MMG system. The analysis
and simulation studies in this paper serve as a fundamental
step in the real-time simulation, hardware implementation
and experimental validation of the overall system, which will
have a future scope for further research in the area of power
quality improvement in large MMG and distribution systems,
containing several widely dispersed linear and non-linear
loads.
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11. Appendix: Time-delay analysis
A time-delay analysis similar to those conducted in [30]
- [32] is carried out here for Test Case 3. All the conditions
here remain the same as in Test Case 3 except the
communication time-delay of 0.5 s, which is simulated here
at the instant of islanding. Initially, both the microgrids are
grid-connected, then at t = 2 s, a reactive load increase is
simulated in microgrid 2 & at t = 4 s, microgrid 2 is islanded
from distribution grid 2. All the magnitudes of the powers
supplied by DG inverters & the magnitudes of powers at the
receiving end of the line remain the same as shown in Test
Case 3. Also, the magnitudes & phase angles of injected load
2 voltages, remain the same as in Test Case 3.
Here, the MMG system is simulated with a
communication time-delay of 0.5 s between the MMG
controller & each of the local controllers, which are depicted
in Fig. 1. Due to this communication delay, transient
disturbances with a duration of 0.5 s occur from t = 4 s to t =
4.5 s in all the powers & voltages, as illustrated in Figures A1
to A6. At the instant of islanding, Fig. A1 shows that the
momentary fluctuation in the real power supplied by DG
inverter 2 is around ± 12 MW whereas, as shown in Fig. A2,
the momentary increase in the receiving end reactive power
is around 6 MVAr. Fig. A3 shows that the peak value of the
injected voltage momentarily increases by around 200 V at
the instant of islanding before reverting to the new set-point;
similar behaviour shown in fig. A4, is exhibited by the phase
angle of the injected voltage, which momentarily fluctuates
around ±180° before reverting to the new set-point. Fig. A5
shows the load 2 voltage fall to 240 V (peak) from its nominal
value of 325.3 V (peak) for 0.5 s, when islanding occurs. Fig.
A6 depicts that the phase angle of load 2 voltage increasing
by around 9° at the instant of islanding for a duration of 0.5 s.
The magnitude and phase angle of load 2 voltage are quickly
restored to their nominal values after islanding occurs.
Therefore, the MMG system & its associated controllers
can maintain voltage stability in the presence of a small timedelay between the different controllers.

Fig. A3. Magnitude of injected voltage

Fig. A4. Phase angle of injected voltage

Fig. A5. Magnitude of load 2 voltage

Fig. A6. Phase angle of load 2 voltage

Fig. A1. Real power supplied by inverters

Fig. A2. Reactive power supplied by shunt inverter
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